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Slavery in Indian Country The Changing Face of Captivity in Early America Harvard University Press Slavery existed in
North America long before the ﬁrst Africans arrived at Jamestown in 1619. For centuries, from the pre-Columbian era
through the 1840s, Native Americans took prisoners of war and killed, adopted, or enslaved them. Christina Snyder's
pathbreaking book takes a familiar setting for bondage, the American South, and places Native Americans at the
center of her engrossing story. Indian warriors captured a wide range of enemies, including Africans, Europeans, and
other Indians. Yet until the late eighteenth century, age and gender more than race aﬀected the fate of captives. As
economic and political crises mounted, however, Indians began to racialize slavery and target African Americans.
Native people struggling to secure a separate space for themselves in America developed a shared language of race
with white settlers. Although the Indians' captivity practices remained ﬂuid long after their neighbors hardened racial
lines, the Second Seminole War ultimately tore apart the inclusive communities that Native people had created
through centuries of captivity. Snyder's rich and sweeping history of Indian slavery connects ﬁgures like Andrew
Jackson and Cherokee chief Dragging Canoe with little-known captives like Antonia Bonnelli, a white teenager from
Spanish Florida, and David George, a black runaway from Virginia. Placing the experiences of these individuals within a
complex system of captivity and Indians' relations with other peoples, Snyder demonstrates the profound role of
Native American history in the American past. Great Crossings Indians, Settlers, and Slaves in the Age of Jackson Oxford
University Press In Great Crossings: Indians, Settlers, and Slaves in the Age of Jackson, prize-winning historian Christina
Snyder reinterprets the history of Jacksonian America. Most often, this drama focuses on whites who turned west to
conquer a continent, extending "liberty" as they went. Great Crossings also includes Native Americans from across the
continent seeking new ways to assert anciently-held rights and people of African descent who challenged the United
States to live up to its ideals. These diverse groups met in an experimental community in central Kentucky called Great
Crossings, home to the ﬁrst federal Indian school and a famous interracial family. Great Crossings embodied
monumental changes then transforming North America. The United States, within the span of a few decades, grew
from an East Coast nation to a continental empire. The territorial growth of the United States forged a multicultural,
multiracial society, but that diversity also sparked ﬁerce debates over race, citizenship, and America's destiny. Great
Crossings, a place of race-mixing and cultural exchange, emerged as a battleground. Its history provides an intimate
view of the ambitions and struggles of Indians, settlers, and slaves who were trying to secure their place in a changing
world. Through deep research and compelling prose, Snyder introduces us to a diverse range of historical actors:
Richard Mentor Johnson, the politician who reportedly killed Tecumseh and then became schoolmaster to the sons of
his former foes; Julia Chinn, Johnson's enslaved concubine, who fought for her children's freedom; and Peter Pitchlynn,
a Choctaw intellectual who, even in the darkest days of Indian removal, argued for the future of Indian nations.
Together, their stories demonstrate how this era transformed colonizers and the colonized alike, sowing the seeds of
modern America. The Other Slavery The Uncovered Story of Indian Enslavement in America HarperCollins NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD FINALIST | WINNER OF THE BANCROFT PRIZE. A landmark history—the sweeping story of the
enslavement of tens of thousands of Indians across America, from the time of the conquistadors up to the early
twentieth century. Since the time of Columbus, Indian slavery was illegal in much of the American continent. Yet, as
Andrés Reséndez illuminates in his myth-shattering The Other Slavery, it was practiced for centuries as an open secret.
There was no abolitionist movement to protect the tens of thousands of Natives who were kidnapped and enslaved by
the conquistadors. Reséndez builds the incisive case that it was mass slavery—more than epidemics—that decimated
Indian populations across North America. Through riveting new evidence, including testimonies of courageous priests,
rapacious merchants, and Indian captives, The Other Slavery reveals nothing less than a key missing piece of American
history. For over two centuries we have fought over, abolished, and tried to come to grips with African American
slavery. It is time for the West to confront an entirely separate, equally devastating enslavement we have long failed
truly to see. “The Other Slavery is nothing short of an epic recalibration of American history, one that’s long
overdue...In addition to his skills as a historian and an investigator, Résendez is a skilled storyteller with a truly
remarkable subject. This is historical nonﬁction at its most important and most necessary.” — Literary Hub, 20 Best
Works of Nonﬁction of the Decade ““One of the most profound contributions to North American history.”—Los Angeles
Times Black Slaves, Indian Masters Slavery, Emancipation, and Citizenship in the Native American South UNC Press
Books Black Slaves, Indian Masters: Slavery, Emancipation, and Citizenship in the Native American South Indian Slavery
in Colonial America U of Nebraska Press European enslavement of American Indians began with Christopher Columbus?s
arrival in the New World. The slave trade expanded with European colonies, and though African slave labor ﬁlled many
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needs, huge numbers of America?s indigenous peoples continued to be captured and forced to work as slaves.
Although central to the process of colony-building in what became the United States, this phenomena has received
scant attention from historians. ø Indian Slavery in Colonial America, edited by Alan Gallay, examines the complicated
dynamics of Indian enslavement. How and why Indians became both slaves of the Europeans and suppliers of slavery?s
victims is the subject of this book. The essays in this collection use Indian slavery as a lens through which to explore
both Indian and European societies and their interactions, as well as relations between and among Native groups.
Beyond Germs Native Depopulation in North America University of Arizona Press "Beyond Germs challenges the hypothesis
that the massive depopulation of the New World was primarily caused by diseases brought by Europeans, which
scholars used for decades to explain the decimation of the indigenous peoples of North America. Contributors argue
that blaming germs downplays the active role of Europeans in inciting wars, destroying livelihoods, and erasing
identities"--Provided by publisher. Fugitive Slaves and Spaces of Freedom in North America This volume introduces a
new way to study the experiences of runaway slaves by deﬁning diﬀerent ?spaces of freedom? they inhabited. It also
provides a groundbreaking continental view of fugitive slave migration, moving beyond the usual regional or national
approaches to explore locations in Canada, the U.S. North and South, Mexico, and the Caribbean. Using newspapers,
advertisements, and new demographic data, contributors show how events like the Revolutionary War and westward
expansion shaped the slave experience. ?Contributors investigate sites of formal freedom, where slavery was
abolished and refugees were legally free, to determine the extent to which fugitive slaves experienced freedom in
places like Canada while still being subject to racism. In sites of semiformal freedom, as in the northern United States,
fugitives? claims to freedom were precarious because state abolition laws conﬂicted with federal fugitive slave laws.
Contributors show how local committees strategized to interfere with the work of slave catchers to protect refugees.
Sites of informal freedom were created within the slaveholding South, where runaways who felt relocating to distant
destinations was too risky formed maroon communities or attempted to blend in with free black populations. These
individuals procured false documents or changed their names to avoid detection and pass as free. ?The essays discuss
slaves? motivations for choosing these destinations, the social networks that supported their plans, what it was like to
settle in their new societies, and how slave ﬂight impacted broader debates about slavery. This volume redraws the
map of escape and emancipation during this period, emphasizing the importance of place in deﬁning the meaning and
extent of freedom. ?Contributors: Kyle Ainsworth | Mekala Audain | Gordon S. Barker | Sylviane A. Diouf | Roy E.
Finkenbine | Graham Russell Gao Hodges | Jeﬀrey R. Kerr-Ritchie | Viola Franziska Müller | James David Nichols |
Damian Alan Pargas | Matthew Pinsker?A volume in the series Southern Dissent, edited by Stanley Harrold and Randall
M. Miller Before the Pioneers Indians, Settlers, Slaves, and the Founding of Miami Florida in Focus "In this riveting
account, Frank moves beyond stories of recent development to uncover the deep history of a place profoundly shaped
by mound-builders, slaves, raiders, and traders. This book will change the way you think about Florida history."-Christina Snyder, author of Slavery in Indian Country: The Changing Face of Captivity in Early America "Reveals that
Old Miami seems a lot like New Miami: a place bursting with energy and desperation, fresh faces, and ancient
dreams."--Gary R. Mormino, author of Land of Sunshine, State of Dreams: A Social History of Modern Florida "A deep,
intelligent look at the parade of peoples who dotted the north bank of the Miami River for thousands of years before
Miami's modern era."--Paul S. George, author of Along the Miami River "A masterful history. A must-read for anyone
who wants to learn about Miami."--Arva Moore Parks, author of George Merrick, Son of the South Wind Formed
seemingly out of steel, glass, and concrete, with millions of residents from around the globe, Miami has ancient roots
that can be hard to imagine today. Before the Pioneers takes readers back through forgotten eras to the stories of the
people who shaped the land along the Miami River long before most modern histories of the city begin. Andrew Frank
begins the chronicle of the Magic City's long history 4,000 years ago when Tequesta Indians settled at the mouth of
the river, erecting burial mounds, ceremonial centers, and villages. Centuries later, the area became a stopover for
Spanish colonists on their way to Havana. Frank brings to life the vibrant colonies of fugitives and seafarers that
formed on the shores of Biscayne Bay in the eighteenth century. He tells of the emergence of the tropical fruit
plantations and the accompanying enslaved communities, as well as the military occupation during the Seminole Wars.
Eventually, the small seaport town ﬂourished with the coming of "pioneers" like Julia Tuttle and Henry Flagler who
promoted the city as a place of luxury and brought new waves of residents from the North. Frank pieces together the
material culture and the historical record of the Miami River to re-create the fascinating past of one of the world's
most inﬂuential cities. A volume in the series Florida in Focus, edited by Frederick R. Davis and Andrew K. Frank
Slaves, Peasants, and Rebels Reconsidering Brazilian Slavery University of Illinois Press The award-winning historian
Stuart Schwartz oﬀers revisionist views of some of the most controversial issues related to Brazilian slavery, in a book
that will be of special interest to all historians of Brazil and of slavery in the Americas. He notes that the study of
slavery has dropped its apparent preoccupation with the economic system, shifting to a concern with the nature of
slave life and community. Schwartz argues, however, that this new ethnography must always be seen in the context of
slavery as an oppressive social and economic system. His introductory section reviews major trends and works on
Brazilian slavery in recent scholarship. Schwartz demonstrates the complexity of the slave system through a
reconsideration of the themes of work, resistance, kinship, and relations between slaves and peasants. He provides
new insights on the shifting power relationship between slaves and masters that constantly reshaped the contours of
the country's society. Central to the volume is the role slaves played in shaping their own lives and in the construction
and operation of the Brazilian slave system. Slaves were not independent historical actors able to mold their own
destiny, but masters were limited, too, sometimes by the actions and attitudes of slaves.''Reconsiders the critical
issues of how the Brazilian slave system operated, how it coexisted with a parallel system of agriculture based on free
labor, and by what means African and Afro-Brazilian slaves acted to shape their own lives. . . . A coherent and highly
challenging overview of one of the most important questions about Brazil's past. Handsomely printed and thoroughly
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documented.''--Choice ''Of interest to all concerned with the human interactions under nonfree--as well as free--labor
systems and those involved with the historical study of slavery and slave societies.''--Stanley L. Engerman, Annals of
the American Academy of Political and Social Science ''A powerful volume.''--Roy Arthur Glasgow, International Journal
of African Historical Studies Capitalism and Slavery Lulu Press, Inc The present study is an attempt to place in historical
perspective the relationship between early capitalism as exempliﬁed by Great Britain, and the Negro slave trade,
Negro slavery and the general colonial trade of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It is strictly an economic
study of the role of Negro slavery and the slave trade in providing the capital which ﬁnanced the Industrial Revolution
in England and of mature industrial capitalism in destroying the slave system. Bonds of Alliance Indigenous and
Atlantic Slaveries in New France UNC Press Books In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, French colonists and
their Native allies participated in a slave trade that spanned half of North America, carrying thousands of Native
Americans into bondage in the Great Lakes, Canada, and the Caribbean. In Bonds of Alliance, Brett Rushforth reveals
the dynamics of this system from its origins to the end of French colonial rule. Balancing a vast geographic and
chronological scope with careful attention to the lives of enslaved individuals, this book gives voice to those who lived
through the ordeal of slavery and, along the way, shaped French and Native societies. Rather than telling a simple
story of colonial domination and Native victimization, Rushforth argues that Indian slavery in New France emerged at
the nexus of two very diﬀerent forms of slavery: one indigenous to North America and the other rooted in the Atlantic
world. The alliances that bound French and Natives together forced a century-long negotiation over the nature of
slavery and its place in early American society. Neither fully Indian nor entirely French, slavery in New France drew
upon and transformed indigenous and Atlantic cultures in complex and surprising ways. Based on thousands of French
and Algonquian-language manuscripts archived in Canada, France, the United States and the Caribbean, Bonds of
Alliance bridges the divide between continental and Atlantic approaches to early American history. By discovering
unexpected connections between distant peoples and places, Rushforth sheds new light on a wide range of subjects,
including intercultural diplomacy, colonial law, gender and sexuality, and the history of race. New England Bound:
Slavery and Colonization in Early America W. W. Norton & Company A New York Times Editor’s Choice "This book is an
original achievement, the kind of history that chastens our historical memory as it makes us wiser." —David W. Blight
Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize Widely hailed as a “powerfully written” history about America’s beginnings (Annette
Gordon-Reed), New England Bound fundamentally changes the story of America’s seventeenth-century origins.
Building on the works of giants like Bernard Bailyn and Edmund S. Morgan, Wendy Warren has not only “mastered that
scholarship” but has now rendered it in “an original way, and deepened the story” (New York Times Book Review).
While earlier histories of slavery largely conﬁne themselves to the South, Warren’s “panoptical exploration” (Christian
Science Monitor) links the growth of the northern colonies to the slave trade and examines the complicity of New
England’s leading families, demonstrating how the region’s economy derived its vitality from the slave trading ships
coursing through its ports. And even while New England Bound explains the way in which the Atlantic slave trade drove
the colonization of New England, it also brings to light, in many cases for the ﬁrst time ever, the lives of the thousands
of reluctant Indian and African slaves who found themselves forced into the project of building that city on a hill. We
encounter enslaved Africans working side jobs as con artists, enslaved Indians who protested their banishment to
sugar islands, enslaved Africans who set ﬁre to their owners’ homes and goods, and enslaved Africans who saved their
owners’ lives. In Warren’s meticulous, compelling, and hard-won recovery of such forgotten lives, the true variety of
chattel slavery in the Americas comes to light, and New England Bound becomes the new standard for understanding
colonial America. Asian Slaves in Colonial Mexico From Chinos to Indians Cambridge University Press "During the late
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, countless slaves from culturally diverse communities in the Indian subcontinent
and Southeast Asia journeyed to Mexico on the ships of the Manila Galleon. Upon arrival in Mexico, they were grouped
together and categorized as chinos. In time, chinos came to be treated under the law as Indians (the term for all native
people of Spain's colonies) and became indigenous vassals of the Spanish crown after 1672. The implications of this
legal change were enormous: as Indians, rather than chinos, they could no longer be held as slaves. By tracking these
individuals' complex journey from the bondage of the Manila slave market to the freedom of Mexico City streets,
Tatiana Seijas challenges commonly held assumptions about the uniformity of the slave experience in the Americas
and shows that the history of coerced labor is necessarily connected to colonial expansion and forced global
migration"-- Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (EasyRead Super Large 20pt Edition) ReadHowYouWant.com Books for All
Kinds of Readers Read HowYouWant oﬀers the widest selection of on-demand, accessible format editions on the
market today. Our 7 diﬀerent sizes of EasyRead are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the
words and the letters. We partner with leading publishers around the globe. Our goal is to have accessible editions
simultaneously released with publishers' new books so that all readers can have access to the books they want to
read. To ﬁnd more books in your format visit www.readhowyouwant.com An American Genocide The United States and
the California Indian Catastrophe, 1846-1873 Yale University Press Between 1846 and 1873, California’s Indian population
plunged from perhaps 150,000 to 30,000. Benjamin Madley is the ﬁrst historian to uncover the full extent of the
slaughter, the involvement of state and federal oﬃcials, the taxpayer dollars that supported the violence, indigenous
resistance, who did the killing, and why the killings ended. This deeply researched book is a comprehensive and
chilling history of an American genocide. Madley describes pre-contact California and precursors to the genocide
before explaining how the Gold Rush stirred vigilante violence against California Indians. He narrates the rise of a
state-sanctioned killing machine and the broad societal, judicial, and political support for genocide. Many participated:
vigilantes, volunteer state militiamen, U.S. Army soldiers, U.S. congressmen, California governors, and others. The
state and federal governments spent at least $1,700,000 on campaigns against California Indians. Besides evaluating
government oﬃcials’ culpability, Madley considers why the slaughter constituted genocide and how other possible
genocides within and beyond the Americas might be investigated using the methods presented in this groundbreaking
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book. Race and Ethnicity in America: From Pre-contact to the Present [4 volumes] ABC-CLIO Divided into four volumes,
Race and Ethnicity in America provides a complete overview of the history of racial and ethnic relations in America,
from pre-contact to the present. Contextualizes the political experiences and contributions of minorities within
American politics, society, and culture Includes people of color (e.g., African Americans, Latinos, Asians, and American
Indians), those of mixed races, and ethnic groups that experienced minority status in politics, particularly in the 19th
century (e.g., Irish, Jewish, Italian) Features chronological organization as well as a historical overview and timeline for
contextual understanding and ease of reference Comprises A–Z entries that detail the political, social, and cultural
histories of racial and ethnic minority groups, and concludes with a curated selection of key primary source documents
Provides cross-disciplinary information that explores the experiences of racial and ethnic minorities in America over a
period of ﬁve hundred years through history and social studies, political science, and ethnic studies Hodges' Scout A
Lost Patrol of the French and Indian War JHU Press His remarkable research brings human experiences alive, giving us a
rare, full-color view of the French and Indian War—the ﬁrst true world war. The First Black Slave Society Britain's
"barbarity Time" in Barbados, 1636-1876 In this remarkable exploration of the brutal course of Barbados's history,
Hilary McD. Beckles details the systematic barbarism of the British colonial project. Trade in enslaved Africans was not
new in the Americas in the seventeenth century - the Portuguese and Spanish had commercialized chattel slavery in
Brazil and Cuba in the 1500s - but in Barbados, the practice of slavery reached its apotheosis. Barbados was the
birthplace of British slave society and the most ruthlessly colonized. The geography of Barbados was ideally suited to
sugar plantations and there were enormous fortunes to be made for British royalty and ruling elites from sugar
produced by an enslaved, "disposable" workforce, fortunes that secured Britain's place as an imperial superpower. The
inhumane legacy of plantation society has shaped modern Barbados and this history must be fully understood by the
inheritors on both sides of the power dynamic before real change and reparatory justice can take place. A prequel to
Beckles's equally compelling Britain's Black Debt, The First Black Slave Society: Britain's Barbarity Time in Barbados,
1636-1876 is essential reading for anyone interested in Atlantic history, slavery and the plantation system, and
modern race relations. Slavery and the British Country House In 2007 English Heritage commissioned initial research
into links with transatlantic slavery or its abolition amongst families who owned properties now in its care. This was
part of the commitment by English Heritage to commemorate the bicentenary of the abolition of the British
transatlantic slave trade with work that would make a real diﬀerence to our understanding of the historic environment
in the longer term. The research ﬁndings and those of other scholars and heritage practitioners were presented at the
'Slavery and the British Country House' conference which brought together academics, heritage professionals, country
house owners and community researchers from across Britain to explore how country houses might be reconsidered in
the light of their slavery linkages and how such links have been and might be presented to visitors. Since then the
conference papers have been updated and reworked into a cutting edge volume which represents the most current and
comprehensive consideration of slavery and the British country house as yet undertaken. Borderlands of Slavery The
Struggle over Captivity and Peonage in the American Southwest University of Pennsylvania Press It is often taken as a
simple truth that the Civil War and the Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution ended slavery in the United States.
In the Southwest, however, two coercive labor systems, debt peonage—in which a debtor negotiated a relationship of
servitude, often lifelong, to a creditor—and Indian captivity, not only outlived the Civil War but prompted a new
struggle to deﬁne freedom and bondage in the United States. In Borderlands of Slavery, William S. Kiser presents a
comprehensive history of debt peonage and Indian captivity in the territory of New Mexico after the Civil War. It begins
in the early 1700s with the development of Indian slavery through slave raiding and ﬁctive kinship. By the early 1800s,
debt peonage had emerged as a secondary form of coerced servitude in the Southwest, augmenting Indian slavery to
meet increasing demand for labor. While indigenous captivity has received considerable scholarly attention, the
widespread practice of debt peonage has been largely ignored. Kiser makes the case that these two intertwined
systems were of not just regional but also national importance and must be understood within the context of
antebellum slavery, the Civil War, emancipation, and Reconstruction. Kiser argues that the struggle over Indian
captivity and debt peonage in the Southwest helped both to broaden the public understanding of forced servitude in
post-Civil War America and to expand political and judicial philosophy regarding free labor in the reuniﬁed republic.
Borderlands of Slavery emphasizes the lasting legacies of captivity and peonage in Southwestern culture and society
as well as in the coercive African American labor regimes in the Jim Crow South that persevered into the early
twentieth century. Escaping Slavery A Documentary History of Native American Runaways in British North America
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Escaping Slavery is a documentary history of Native Americans in British North America. This study
of indigenous peoples captures the lives of numerous individuals who refused to sacriﬁce their humanity in the face of
the violent, changing landscapes of early America. Liquid Landscape Geography and Settlement at the Edge of Early
America University of Pennsylvania Press In Liquid Landscape, Michele Currie Navakas analyzes the history of Florida's
incorporation alongside the development of new ideas of personhood, possession, and political identity within
American letters, from early American novels, travel accounts, and geography textbooks, to settlers' guides, maps,
natural histories, and land surveys. Growing Up with the Country Family, Race, and Nation After the Civil War Yale
University Press The masterful and poignant story of three African-American families who journeyed west after
emancipation, by an award-winning scholar and descendant of the migrants Following the lead of her own ancestors,
Kendra Field's epic family history chronicles the westward migration of freedom's ﬁrst generation in the ﬁfty years
after emancipation. Drawing on decades of archival research and family lore within and beyond the United States,
Field traces their journey out of the South to Indian Territory, where they participated in the development of black and
black Indian towns and settlements. When statehood, oil speculation, and Jim Crow segregation imperiled their lives
and livelihoods, these formerly enslaved men and women again chose emigration. Some migrants launched a powerful
back-to-Africa movement, while others moved on to Canada and Mexico. Their lives and choices deepen and widen the
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roots of the Great Migration. Interweaving black, white, and Indian histories, Field's beautifully wrought narrative
explores how ideas about race and color powerfully shaped the pursuit of freedom. Contested Spaces of Early America
University of Pennsylvania Press Colonial America stretched from Quebec to Buenos Aires and from the Atlantic littoral to
the Paciﬁc coast. Although European settlers laid claim to territories they called New Spain, New England, and New
France, the reality of living in those spaces had little to do with European kingdoms. Instead, the New World's holdings
took their form and shape from the Indian territories they inhabited. These contested spaces throughout the western
hemisphere were not unclaimed lands waiting to be conquered and populated but a single vast space, occupied by
native communities and deﬁned by the meeting, mingling, and clashing of peoples, creating societies unlike any that
the world had seen before. Contested Spaces of Early America brings together some of the most distinguished
historians in the ﬁeld to view colonial America on the largest possible scale. Lavishly illustrated with maps, Native art,
and color plates, the twelve chapters span the southern reaches of New Spain through Mexico and Navajo Country to
the Dakotas and Upper Canada, and the early Indian civilizations to the ruins of the nineteenth-century West. At the
heart of this volume is a search for a human geography of colonial relations: Contested Spaces of Early America aims
to rid the historical landscape of imperial cores, frontier peripheries, and modern national borders to redeﬁne the way
scholars imagine colonial America. Contributors: Matthew Babcock, Ned Blackhawk, Chantal Cramaussel, Brian DeLay,
Elizabeth Fenn, Allan Greer, Pekka Hämäläinen, Raúl José Mandrini, Cynthia Radding, Birgit Brander Rasmussen, Alan
Taylor, and Samuel Truett. New Worlds for All Indians, Europeans, and the Remaking of Early America JHU Press
Calloway reminds us that neither Indians nor Colonists were a monolithic group resulting in a more nuanced
appreciation for the complexity of cultural relationships in Colonial America. He provides an essential starting point for
studying the interaction of Europeans and Indians in early American life. Bind Us Apart How Enlightened Americans
Invented Racial Segregation Oxford University Press The surprising and counterintuitive origins of America's racial crisis
Why did the Founding Fathers fail to include blacks and Indians in their cherished proposition that "all men are created
equal"? The usual answer is racism, but the reality is more complex and unsettling. In Bind Us Apart, historian Nicholas
Guyatt argues that, from the Revolution through the Civil War, most white liberals believed in the unity of all human
beings. But their philosophy faltered when it came to the practical work of forging a colour-blind society. Unable to
convince others - and themselves - that racial mixing was viable, white reformers began instead to claim that people of
colour could only thrive in separate republics: in Native states in the American West or in the West African colony of
Liberia. Herein lie the origins of "separate but equal." Decades before Reconstruction, America's liberal elite was
unable to imagine how people of colour could become citizens of the United States. Throughout the nineteenth
century, Native Americans were pushed farther and farther westward, while four million slaves freed after the Civil
War found themselves among a white population that had spent decades imagining that they would live somewhere
else. Understanding and Teaching Native American History University of Wisconsin Pres Understanding and Teaching
Native American History is a timely and urgently needed remedy to a long-standing gap in history instruction. This
book highlights the ongoing integral role of Native peoples via broad coverage in a variety of topics including the
historical, political, and cultural. Nearly a decade in the conception and making, this is a groundbreaking source for
both beginning and veteran instructors. The Indian in American Southern Literature Cambridge University Press Explores
the abundance of Native American representations in US Southern literature. The Apache Diaspora Four Centuries of
Displacement and Survival University of Pennsylvania Press Across four centuries, Apache (Ndé) peoples in the North
American West confronted enslavement and forced migration schemes intended to exploit, subjugate, or eliminate
them. While many Indigenous groups in the Americas lived through similar histories, Apaches were especially aﬀected
owing to their mobility, resistance, and proximity to multiple imperial powers. Spanish, Comanche, Mexican, and
American eﬀorts scattered thousands of Apaches across the continent and into the Caribbean and deeply impacted
Apache groups that managed to remain in the Southwest. Based on archival research in Spain, Mexico, and the United
States, as well Apache oral histories, The Apache Diaspora brings to life the stories of displaced Apaches and the kin
from whom they were separated. Paul Conrad charts Apaches' eﬀorts to survive or return home from places as farﬂung as Cuba and Pennsylvania, Mexico City and Montreal. As Conrad argues, diaspora was deeply inﬂuential not only
to those displaced, but also to Apache groups who managed to remain in the West, inﬂuencing the strategies of
mobility and resistance for which they would become famous around the world. Through its broad chronological and
geographical scope, The Apache Diaspora sheds new light on a range of topics, including genocide and Indigenous
survival, the intersection of Native and African diasporas, and the rise of deportation and incarceration as key
strategies of state control. As Conrad demonstrates, centuries of enslavement, warfare, and forced migrations failed to
bring a ﬁnal solution to the supposed problem of Apache independence and mobility. Spain, Mexico, and the United
States all overestimated their own power and underestimated Apache resistance and creativity. Yet in the process,
both Native and colonial societies were changed. Brothers and Friends Kinship in Early America University of Georgia
Press By following key families in Cherokee, Chickasaw, and Anglo-American societies from the Seven Years' War
through 1845, this study illustrates how kinship networks--forged out of natal, marital, or ﬁctive kinship relationships-enabled and directed the actions of their members as they decided the futures of their nations. Natalie R. Inman
focuses in particular on the Chickasaw Colbert family, the Anglo-American Donelson family, and the Cherokee families
of Attakullakulla (Little Carpenter) and Major Ridge. Her research shows how kinship facilitated actions and goals for
people in early America across cultures, even if the deﬁnitions and constructions of family were diﬀerent in each
society. To open new perspectives on intercultural relations in the colonial and early republic eras, Inman describes
the formation and extension of these networks, their intersection with other types of personal and professional
networks, their eﬀect on crucial events, and their mutability over time. The Anglo-American patrilineal kinship system
shaped patterns of descent, inheritance, and migration. The matrilineal native system was an avenue to political voice,
connections between towns, and protection from enemies. In the volatile trans-Appalachian South, Inman shows,
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kinship networks helped to further political and economic agendas at both personal and national levels even through
wars, revolutions, ﬁscal change, and removals. Comparative analysis of family case studies advances the
historiography of early America by revealing connections between the social institution of family and national politics
and economies. Beyond the British Atlantic world, these case studies can be compared to other colonial scenarios in
which the cultures and families of Europeans collided with native peoples in the Americas, Africa, Australia, and other
contexts. The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Social History Oxford University Press The Oxford Encyclopedia of
American Social History is the ﬁrst reference work to eschew a narrow focus on past presidents, intellectuals, military
heroes, and other exhaustively studied and well-remembered persons, and instead examine the history of ordinary
Americans. The more than 450 entries in the Encyclopedia examine our shared history "from the bottom up," with
entries on the way automobiles shaped American lives, the westward movement of settlers and farmers in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the transformation of work over time, the women's suﬀrage movement,
counterculture, leisure activities, consumption patterns, voting habits, population movements, racial divides, and
many more fascinating topics intended to help readers develop a richer framework for understanding the social
experience of Americans throughout history. Indigenous Continent: The Epic Contest for North America Liveright
Publishing New York Times • "15 Works of Nonﬁction to Read This Fall" “[C]asts the story of America in an astonishing
new light.” —Publishers Weekly, *starred review* “An essential work of Indigenous studies that calls for rethinking
North American history generally.” —Kirkus Reviews, *starred review* “A book everyone could beneﬁt from reading.”
—Library Journal, *starred review* A prize-winning scholar rewrites 400 years of American history from Indigenous
perspectives, overturning the dominant origin story of the United States. There is an old, deeply rooted story about
America that goes like this: Columbus “discovers” a strange continent and brings back tales of untold riches. The
European empires rush over, eager to stake out as much of this astonishing “New World” as possible. Though
Indigenous peoples ﬁght back, they cannot stop the onslaught. White imperialists are destined to rule the continent,
and history is an irreversible march toward Indigenous destruction. Yet as with other long-accepted origin stories, this
one, too, turns out to be based in myth and distortion. In Indigenous Continent, acclaimed historian Pekka Hämäläinen
presents a sweeping counternarrative that shatters the most basic assumptions about American history. Shifting our
perspective away from Jamestown, Plymouth Rock, the Revolution, and other well-trodden episodes on the
conventional timeline, he depicts a sovereign world of Native nations whose members, far from helpless victims of
colonial violence, dominated the continent for centuries after the ﬁrst European arrivals. From the Iroquois in the
Northeast to the Comanches on the Plains, and from the Pueblos in the Southwest to the Cherokees in the Southeast,
Native nations frequently decimated white newcomers in battle. Even as the white population exploded and colonists’
land greed grew more extravagant, Indigenous peoples ﬂourished due to sophisticated diplomacy and leadership
structures. By 1776, various colonial powers claimed nearly all of the continent, but Indigenous peoples still controlled
it—as Hämäläinen points out, the maps in modern textbooks that paint much of North America in neat, color-coded
blocks confuse outlandish imperial boasts for actual holdings. In fact, Native power peaked in the late nineteenth
century, with the Lakota victory in 1876 at Little Big Horn, which was not an American blunder, but an all-too-expected
outcome. Hämäläinen ultimately contends that the very notion of “colonial America” is misleading, and that we should
speak instead of an “Indigenous America” that was only slowly and unevenly becoming colonial. The evidence of
Indigenous deﬁance is apparent today in the hundreds of Native nations that still dot the United States and Canada.
Necessary reading for anyone who cares about America’s past, present, and future, Indigenous Continent restores
Native peoples to their rightful place at the very fulcrum of American history. Wicked Flesh Black Women, Intimacy,
and Freedom in the Atlantic World Early American Studies Unearthing personal stories from the archive, Wicked Flesh
shows how black women, from Senegambia in West Africa to the Caribbean to New Orleans, used intimacy and kinship
to redeﬁne freedom in the eighteenth-century Atlantic world. Their practices laid the groundwork for the emancipation
struggles of the nineteenth century. The Battle of Negro Fort The Rise and Fall of a Fugitive Slave Community NYU Press
The dramatic story of the United States’ destruction of a free and independent community of fugitive slaves in Spanish
Florida In the aftermath of the War of 1812, Major General Andrew Jackson ordered a joint United States army-navy
expedition into Spanish Florida to destroy a free and independent community of fugitive slaves. The result was the
Battle of Negro Fort, a brutal conﬂict among hundreds of American troops, Indian warriors, and black rebels that
culminated in the death or re-enslavement of nearly all of the fort’s inhabitants. By eliminating this refuge for fugitive
slaves, the United States government closed an escape valve that African Americans had utilized for generations. At
the same time, it intensiﬁed the subjugation of southern Native Americans, including the Creeks, Choctaws, and
Seminoles. Still, the battle was signiﬁcant for another reason as well. During its existence, Negro Fort was a powerful
symbol of black freedom that subverted the racist foundations of an expanding American slave society. Its destruction
reinforced the nation’s growing commitment to slavery, while illuminating the extent to which ambivalence over the
institution had disappeared since the nation’s founding. Indeed, four decades after declaring that all men were created
equal, the United States destroyed a fugitive slave community in a foreign territory for the ﬁrst and only time in its
history, which accelerated America’s transformation into a white republic. The Battle of Negro Fort places the violent
expansion of slavery where it belongs, at the center of the history of the early American republic. Slaving Zones
Cultural Identities, Ideologies, and Institutions in the Evolution of Global Slavery BRILL Through engagement with the
‘Slaving Zones' theory, our authors elucidate new and complimentary ways in which identity, law, custom, political
organization, and deﬁnitions of ‘self’ and ‘other’ have impacted the course of global slavery from ancient times
through the present Bind Us Apart How Enlightened Americans Invented Racial Segregation Oxford University Press The
study of USA's on-going failure to achieve true racial integration, Bind Us Apart shows how, from the Revolution
through to the Civil War, white American anti-slavery reformers failed to forge a colour-blind society. The Indian Slave
Trade The Rise of the English Empire in the American South, 1670-1717 Yale University Press This prize-winning book is
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the ﬁrst ever to focus on the traﬃc in Indian slaves in the American South. For decades the Indian slave trade linked
southern lives and created a whirlwind of violence and proﬁt-making. Alan Gallay documents in vivid detail the
operation of the slave trade, the processes by which Europeans and Native Americans became participants in it, and
the profound consequences it had for the South and its peoples. Many Thousands Gone The First Two Centuries of
Slavery in North America Harvard University Press Today most Americans, black and white, identify slavery with cotton,
the deep South, and the African-American church. But at the beginning of the nineteenth century, after almost two
hundred years of African-American life in mainland North America, few slaves grew cotton, lived in the deep South, or
embraced Christianity. Many Thousands Gone traces the evolution of black society from the ﬁrst arrivals in the early
seventeenth century through the Revolution. In telling their story, Ira Berlin, a leading historian of southern and
African-American life, reintegrates slaves into the history of the American working class and into the tapestry of our
nation. Laboring as ﬁeld hands on tobacco and rice plantations, as skilled artisans in port cities, or soldiers along the
frontier, generation after generation of African Americans struggled to create a world of their own in circumstances
not of their own making. In a panoramic view that stretches from the North to the Chesapeake Bay and Carolina
lowcountry to the Mississippi Valley, Many Thousands Gone reveals the diverse forms that slavery and freedom
assumed before cotton was king. We witness the transformation that occurred as the ﬁrst generations of creole slaves-who worked alongside their owners, free blacks, and indentured whites--gave way to the plantation generations,
whose back-breaking labor was the sole engine of their society and whose physical and linguistic isolation sustained
African traditions on American soil. As the nature of the slaves' labor changed with place and time, so did the
relationship between slave and master, and between slave and society. In this fresh and vivid interpretation, Berlin
demonstrates that the meaning of slavery and of race itself was continually renegotiated and redeﬁned, as the nation
lurched toward political and economic independence and grappled with the Enlightenment ideals that had inspired its
birth. Stolen Five Free Boys Kidnapped into Slavery and Their Astonishing Odyssey Home 37 Ink A gripping and true
story about ﬁve boys who were kidnapped in the North and smuggled into slavery in the Deep South—and their daring
attempt to escape and bring their captors to justice, reminiscent of Twelve Years a Slave and Never Caught.
Philadelphia, 1825: ﬁve young, free black boys fall into the clutches of the most fearsome gang of kidnappers and
slavers in the United States. Lured onto a small ship with the promise of food and pay, they are instead met with
blindfolds, ropes, and knives. Over four long months, their kidnappers drive them overland into the Cotton Kingdom to
be sold as slaves. Determined to resist, the boys form a tight brotherhood as they struggle to free themselves and ﬁnd
their way home. Their ordeal—an odyssey that takes them from the Philadelphia waterfront to the marshes of
Mississippi and then onward still—shines a glaring spotlight on the Reverse Underground Railroad, a black market
network of human traﬃckers and slave traders who stole away thousands of legally free African Americans from their
families in order to fuel slavery’s rapid expansion in the decades before the Civil War. Impeccably researched and
breathlessly paced, Stolen tells the incredible story of ﬁve boys whose courage forever changed the ﬁght against
slavery in America. Ties That Bind The Story of an Afro-Cherokee Family in Slavery and Freedom Univ of California Press
This beautifully written book, now in its second edition, tells the haunting saga of a quintessentially American family.
In the late 1790s, Shoe Boots, a famed Cherokee warrior and successful farmer, acquired an African slave named Doll.
Over the next thirty years, Shoe Boots and Doll lived together as master and slave and also as lifelong partners who,
with their children and grandchildren, experienced key events in American history—including slavery, the Creek War,
the founding of the Cherokee Nation and subsequent removal of Native Americans along the Trail of Tears, and the
Civil War. This is the gripping story of their lives, in slavery and in freedom. Meticulously crafted from historical and
literary sources, Ties That Bind vividly portrays the members of the Shoeboots family. Doll emerges as an especially
poignant character, whose life is mostly known through the records of things done to her—her purchase, her marriage,
the loss of her children—but also through her moving petition to the federal government for the pension owed to her
as Shoe Boots's widow. A sensitive rendition of the hard realities of black slavery within Native American nations, the
book provides the fullest picture we have of the myriad complexities, ironies, and tensions among African Americans,
Native Americans, and whites in the ﬁrst half of the nineteenth century. Updated with a new preface and an appendix
of key primary sources, this remains an essential book for students of Native American history, African American
history, and the history of race and ethnicity in the United States.
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